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PILATUS KULM
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Breathtaking views, two restaurants, the Ibex Bar, a souvenir shop,
the panorama terrace and gallery, where you can enjoy the amazing views protected from the wind and cold.
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GOLDEN ROUND TRIP
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Enjoy an over-night stay in the alps, yet so close to Lucerne.
The Pilatus Kulm Hotels have over 50 rooms with breathtaking
panoramic views. So when are you staying with us?
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Between May and October you can start your trip in Lucerne by boat
and take the cogwheel railway, aerial cableway and panorama gondolas to the most beautiful locations on and around Mount Pilatus.

FRÄKMÜNTEGG EXPERIENCE

PILATUS KULM HOTELS

PILU LAND

Big fun for our little guests – the adventure playground on the
Krienseregg. For great food go to the Restaurant Krienseregg
or grill on your own at one of the many BBQ areas.
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HIKING
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RESTAURANTS & BANQUETS

Our five restaurants on the Pilatus offer a wide range of culinary
options for you to enjoy. From haute cuisine to traditional
Swiss cuisine, you’ll always find something to your liking here.
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ROPES PARK & TREE TENT

The Pilatus rope park and PILU rope park for kids (ages 4-8)
on the Fräkmüntegg guarantee a huge portion of climbing
fun. The ultimate experience? Spend the night in a tree tent!
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SLEDDING & SNOWSHOEING
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On the Dragon Glider you’ll float between the trees and enjoy
fantastic views. The destination is the «Drachenalp», where a
covered BBQ area and kiosk awaits you.

Embark on a fascinating journey of discovery. It’s pure enjoyment atop Mount Pilatus. The hiking trails range from easy to
alpine – there is something for everyone.

Fast or slow – it’s up to you. On our snowy sledding tracks
you’ll speed down into the valley. For nature lovers there
are also the wonderful snowshoe trails.

